Many journals, including the Journal of Neurochemistry, enable authors to list peer reviewers as 'preferred' or 'opposed' suggestions to the editor. At the Journal of Neurochemistry, the handling editor (HE) may follow recommendations or select non-author-suggested reviewers (non-ASRs). We investigated whether selection of authorsuggested reviewers (ASRs) influenced decisions on a paper, and whether differences might be related to a reviewer's, editor's or manuscript's geographical location. In this retrospective analysis, we compared original research articles submitted to the Journal of Neurochemistry from 2013 through 2016 that were either reviewed exclusively by nonASRs, by at least one ASR, by at least one reviewer marked by the author as 'opposed' or none. Manuscript outcome, reviewer rating of manuscript quality, rating of the reviewers' performance by the editor (R-score), time to review, and the country of the editor, reviewers and manuscript author were analyzed using non-parametric rank-based comparisons, chisquare (v 2 ) analysis, multivariate linear regression, one-way analysis of variance, and inter-rater reliability determination. Original research articles that had been reviewed by at least one ASR stood a higher chance of being accepted (525/ 1006 = 52%) than papers that had been reviewed by nonASRs only (579/1800 = 32%). An article was 2.4 times more likely to be accepted than rejected by an ASR compared to a non-ASR (Pearson's v 2 (1) = 181.3, p < 0.05). At decision, the editor did not simply follow the reviewers' recommendation but had a balancing role: Rates of recommendation from reviewers for rejection were 11.2% (139/1241) with ASRs versus 29.0% (1379/4755) with non-ASRs (this is a ratio of 0.39 where 1 means no difference between rejection rates for both groups), whereas the proportion of final decisions to reject was 24.7% (248/1006) versus 45.7% (822/1800) (a ratio of 0.54, considerably closer to 1). Recommendations by non-ASRs were more favorable for manuscripts from USA/ Canada and Europe than for Asia/Pacific or Other countries. ASRs judged North American manuscripts most favorably, and judged papers generally more positively (mean: 2.54 on a 1-5 scale) than did non-ASRs (mean: 3.16) reviewers, whereas time for review (13.28 vs. 13.20 days) did not differ significantly between these groups. We also found that editors preferably assigned reviewers from their own geographical region, but there was no tendency for reviewers to judge papers from their own region more favorably. Our findings strongly confirm a bias toward lower rejection rates when ASRs assess a paper, which led to the decision to abandon the option to recommend reviewers at the Journal of Neurochemistry.
Bias in scientific publishing gains increasing attention in the current debate about reproducibility of basic research data, their transferability to clinical practice and applications in humans, and potential flaws of the peer review system that might aggravate these problems.
Judging the data quality for shortcomings and sources of bias in a study is a keystone of scholarly editing, and reviewers and editors should do their best to evaluate the submitted data and evidence, and provide constructive feedback to the authors (Hausmann and Murphy 2016) . Many concerns relate to study design, conduct, data analysis, and presentation (Schulz et al. 2016) , which are in the authors' purview and are already finalized at the time of manuscript submission. By contrast, the peer review process itself is in the editors' and reviewers' hands, and underlies potential sources of bias itself that can be either intentional or subconscious.
Both reviewers and editors may have conflicts of interest (McKinney and Pierce 2017) such as personal relationships, shared publications, aversion against persons or scientific theories, or sociocultural factors such as gender, geographical location, and familiarity with the network of peers (Travis and Collins 1991) . An additional source of bias that is particular to editors resides in the selection of appropriate reviewers. Since editors w\ho make the final decision on a manuscript usually rely on further experts' opinions in addition to their own assessment, the selection of reviewers crucially influences the quality, constructiveness, and trustworthiness of the peer review process.
Bornmann and Daniel have summarized the typical options by which the editor may select reviewers to invite to review a manuscript on the basis of the editor's personal network, a reviewer database, the reference list of the manuscript, or author suggestions (Bornmann and Daniel 2010) .
The Journal or Neurochemistry has long offered the option to authors to list preferred and opposed reviewer names upon manuscript submission, since particularly the suggestion of suitable reviewers was considered helpful to the editors in finding appropriate reviewers. This was a common and standard practice for many journals; the BMJ endorsed that practice for their journals for exactly those reasons some 20 years ago (Tonks 1995) , already pointing out potential pitfalls and establishing quality measures to counteract them, such as a score of the review similar to the one used at the Journal of Neurochemistry.
In light of accumulating evidence for a discrepancy in the outcome depending on whether an author-suggested reviewer (ASR) or an editor-selected (non-author-suggested/non-ASR) reviewer assessed a paper (Earnshaw et al. 2000; Schroter et al. 2006; Wager et al. 2006; Rivara et al. 2007; Bornmann and Daniel 2010; Kowalczuk et al. 2015) , we sought to evaluate the process at the Journal of Neurochemistry to avoid potential bias in judgment of submissions to the journal, and reveal potential additional factors that influence the final outcome of a manuscript.
Research in context
Evidence before research A broad range of potential sources of bias may confound scientific data reported in the literature. As an Editorial Office of a scholarly journal, we were interested in potential discrepancies in the outcome on manuscripts reviewed by author-suggested (ASR) versus nonsuggested reviewers (non-ASR). We performed a PubMed search to determine the status of research on bias in the peer review process. Key search words included for this literature search were: ("bias (epidemi- . Priority was given to papers from the past 5 years, with emphasis on factors influencing the outcome on peer-reviewed manuscripts, such as selection of reviewers, conflicts of interest, and also on geographical origin or gender. Literature from the reference lists of assessed papers was also considered. Some factors considered in previous studies, such as gender, could not be included for analysis in our study because of our submission system configuration. However, previous evidence suggests that decisions are more favorable when reviewers have been suggested by authors than when they were editor-selected, and this formed our primary interest.
Added value
In addition to assessing outcome on manuscripts that were reviewed by at least one ASR, author-opposed, or by only ASRs, we compared turnaround times, scores of manuscript quality and reviewer performance, and geographical location of reviewers in relation to manuscript origin and location of the handling editor as additional factors that may influence manuscript outcome.
Implications of the available research
Evidence speaks in favor of a bias toward more positive outcome for manuscripts reviewed by ASRs compared to non-ASRs. With an overarching goal of re-establishing the fairest and least biased peer review process possible, the recommendation is therefore to abandon the option to suggest reviewers during the submission process; a conclusion that the Journal of Neurochemistry has drawn following this analysis.
The following questions have driven our analysis: Are manuscripts that are reviewed by ASRs rejected more often than those that are reviewed by non-ASRs, and do these two reviewer types rate manuscript quality and scientific impact differently? Is it possible to predict a reviewer's recommendation for a manuscript based on the composition of ASRs and non-ASRs and other variables like manuscript rating, turnaround times and R-score? Do ASRs and non-ASRs themselves differ in their performance, as rated by the handling editors (HE)? And, since geographical region of origin is an intuitively obvious parameter (for instance, by name, email address suffix such as.edu,.cn,.de, etc.) and therefore likely to play into the mechanisms of bias, might differences in the geographical region of the respective author and reviewers explain part of the differences in the outcome of a manuscript submission?
Methods

Submission system and process
The Journal of Neurochemistry uses Thomson Reuters' submission software ScholarOne ManuscriptCentral (https:// mc.manuscriptcentral.com/jneurochem) to allow authors to upload their manuscript files and submit online to the Journal. During the process, the corresponding author had the option for 'Suggestion of referees' by listing their name, email address and institution, which showed on the editorial office staff's and editor's end as 'pref' (for 'preferred'), 'rec' (for 'recommended') and 'recommended' (see Fig. 1 ) following several system releases during which the designation had been renamed. Since the renaming occurred on a global level for all current manuscripts in the Journal of Neurochemistry submission system, it was not possible to assess a potential influence of individual designations.
In the same submission step, the corresponding author also has the option to 'oppose' reviewers, being asked to indicate (optional) the reason for excluding said person, mostly a 'conflict of interest'.
Neither suggestion of 'recommended' reviewers nor of 'opposed' reviewers were mandatory, but have been 'strongly encouraged' in the Journal of Neurochemistry's Author Instructions during the evaluated period (years 2013-2016) .
Structure of the Journal of Neurochemistry's Editorial Board and decision process The Journal of Neurochemistry's Editorial board involved in the manuscript decision process is composed of the Editor-in-Chief (EiC), J€ org B. Schulz (author on this manuscript); nine deputy-chief editors (DCE) who represent the eight topical areas that the Journal of Neurochemistry publishes in and are assigned about 30% of all submitted manuscripts based on the topical match; and currently, 82 Handling Editors (HEs) who select and invite reviewers and return a decision recommendation to either the DCE or the EiC on the respective manuscript. DCEs may either act as the HE themselves to invite reviewers themselves, or else assign one of the HE board members instead. The EiC and DCEs may either follow or override the HE's recommendation when making the final decision. HEs are encouraged to complement the reviewer reports with their own viewpoint and weigh the reports by indicating to the EiC or DCEs and authors which aspects are mandatory to address for acceptance, and which are potentially not. Throughout the manuscript, both the EiC and DCE are referred to as DCE as they have the same level of formal decision power.
Decision and recommendation categories
The Journal of Neurochemistry has the following decision categories:
Accept -Acceptance of the paper following external review or without (further) review. Minor revisions -Rather small content or textual corrections, not usually including (extensive) revisions. Major revisions -Considerable corrections of text and/or content, including more or less extensive additional experiments, but largely found suitable and relevant for Fig. 1 Screenshot of the display of reviewer suggestions in the system. 'Recommended' indicates an author-suggested reviewer (ASR), whereas the first reviewer had not been suggested by the author ('non-author-suggested', non-ASR). The flag is visible to editors, but reviewers cannot see the flag in their account when agreeing to review a manuscript, and hence do not know whether or not they had been suggested by the author(s). A combination of 'Reject without review but with resubmission encouraged' is possible; we counted these manuscripts as RRE.
Cognos report -raw data We created two separate reports in Cognos, ManuscriptCentral ScholarOne's reporting system, with the filter options 'date of submission', which was set to the years 2013-2016 and 'regular manuscript' (articles reporting original research) excluding review articles and editorials. We considered only the initial round of review of each original submission. Because of the Journal of Neurochemistry's configuration, manuscripts resubmitted following a decision of 'Reject with resubmission encouraged' were considered a new submission with a new manuscript identifier (ID).
The first report yielded the reviewer names for the selected period, and a flag for whether they were designated by the authors either as suggested (preferred/ASR) or as opposed (not preferred). The second report yielded, for each manuscript ID, the parameters shown in Table 1 . Both reports were manually merged into one Excel spreadsheet to allow correlation of the reviewer recommendation status with the selected parameters. Not all variables were available for all manuscripts because some ratings are optional; however, we assume this is a systematic effect across all submissions.
Rating of reviewer performance (R-Score) Editors at the Journal of Neurochemistry have the option to rate the performance of reviewers in terms of time:
• 'Review was on time' => score 3 • 'Review was up to 7 days delayed' => score 2 • 'Review was more than 7 days late' => score 1 and quality:
The R-Score is the average of both ratings if available, with 3 being the highest score ('on time' and 'highly relevant') and 1 being the lowest ('more than 7 days delayed' and 'below average') on an ordinal scale.
Statistical analysis
Recommendation/decision categories, category rating by reviewers, R-score and geographical region of reviewers/ editors/authors were transformed into numerical values for analyses (details in the accompanying figure legends, result sections, or supplemental files).
A full factorial regression model (Table 9, Table S2 for more details) was initially applied in NCSS software (v11.0, NCSS, LLC) after filtering out missingness to predict reviewer recommendation (coded as 1 = Accept, 2 = Minor revision, 3 = Major revision, 4 = Reject) with five independent variables [reviewer type coded as ASR = À1, non-ASR = 0, opposed = 1; rating of manuscript coded as 1 = 'Top 10%', 2 = 10-20%, 3 = 20-30%, 4 = 30-70%, 5 = 'Bottom 30%'; matching of reviewer and manuscript region (No = 0, Yes = 1), turnaround time (in days), and RScore (coded as the average of ratings as 3 = 'On Time, Highly Sufficient', 2 = '< 7 days late, Sufficient', 1 = '>7 days late, Below Average'].
Because of the strong and expected effects of reviewer rating and reviewer score on the acceptance, we subsequently focused on examining the influence of the reviewer type using a reduced multivariate linear regression (Table S3) limited to only three independent variables (reviewer type, matching of reviewer and manuscript region, and turnaround time). This regression analysis was followed by a simple univariate linear regression model to examine the ability of reviewer type to predict the decision outcome (Table S4) , with significance based on a boostrapping procedure that used 3000 samples, subject to 1000 Monte Carlo randomizations. This step was done to avoid reliance on assumptions about normal distributions of the data and their residuals. Finally, a multivariate binary logistic regression analysis was then applied to evaluate the ability of the total ASR and non-ASR recommendations to predict the final outcome of each manuscript.
To determine the amount of agreement in reviewer recommendations among different reviewer types the data were collapsed according to manuscript ID number and only manuscripts with two reviewers were used (n = 1898), yielding Cohen's Kappa coefficient as the measure of agreement (Table S6) . Subsequent analyses were focused on potential significant differences in overall acceptance classifications and rankings based on the use of ASRs or non-ASRs, as they related to final decision outcomes. These values were compared in MatLab R2015a (The MathWorks Inc.) with a non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis test followed by an honestly significant differences test (HSD) in case of significance. We chose that test because it is based on Studentized range distribution but is not tailored to t-test characteristics like Bonferroni's.
Turnaround time in days was compared with a one-way ANOVA (a = 0.05, with degrees of freedom (df) = 2) with Dunn's post hoc test in GraphPad Prism 7.03 (Fig. 5) .
To test if the geographical origin of the HE had an influence on the choice of reviewers, we used a chi-square test (Fig. 7 , Table S7 ).
The potential separate influences of reviewer geographical location and manuscript geographical origin on the outcomes The category (see section 'Category rating' in the Results) that the reviewer assigned to the manuscript on a 1-5 scale (Table 2 ) Review R-score Rating that editors assign to a submitted review on a 1-3 scale (3 = on time, highly relevant; 2 = less than 7 days late/sufficient; 1 = more than 7 days late/below average) Reviewer country
Reviewer country as indicated in the user account. Countries were manually grouped by a numerical code as described for Author Country Paper decision categorization If a manuscript had been reviewed by non-author-suggested reviewers only, it was classified as 'non-ASR';
as 'author-suggested (ASR)' if it was reviewed by at least one author-suggested reviewer, or as 'opposed' if it was reviewed by at least one author-opposed reviewer
were assessed in MatLab R2015a (The MathWorks Inc.) using a Shierer-Ray-Hare test with Bonferroni post-test (Fig. 8 , Table 11 ) that basically transformed the dependent variable into ranks to calculate a modified two-factorial ANOVA. The test statistic for a chi-square test is then calculated from the resulting sum of squares and mean squares followed by the post hoc test. The chi-square statistic is indicated as v 2 (df). Significance levels were *p < 0.05, **p <0.01, ***p < 0.001.
Results
Reviewer recommendations, HE recommendations and manuscript decisions
The recommendations that the reviewers made to the HE in the first round of review were analyzed for non-ASRs, ASRs, and opposed reviewers. In the assessed period of time (years 2013-2016) , 6009 reviewer recommendations were logged (Table 3) , and 3596 HE recommendations (Table 4) , first decisions (Table 5) , and final decisions for the available number of manuscripts (Table 6 ).
The three groups ASR, non-ASR, and opposed reviewers differed significantly from each other (Kruskal-Wallis test with HSD post hoc test, v 2 (2) = 338.68, p < 0.001). The recommendations made by non-ASRs -selected by the editor -were significantly (p < 0.001) more often in favor of rejection than when reviewers had been author-suggested (1379/4755 = 29.00% vs. 139/1241 = 11.2%). Vice versa, they were less often in favor of acceptance (235/ 4755 = 4.94% vs. 106/1241 = 8.54%) or revisions (3141/ 4755 = 66.06% for major/minor vs. 996/1255 = 80.26%) (Fig. 2a-c , Table 3A ). Reviewers whom the authors had Table 2 Category rating scale 1 (Top 10%) -Outstanding, provides significant advance to the field and is of broad interest 2 (10-20%) -High quality, provides major advance to the field, results are new and convincing 3 (20-30%) -Medium to minor advance to the field, potentially interesting and has the potential to rise in ranking after adequate revision that may include some additional data 4 (30-70%) -Rather descriptive or insufficient data, may be interesting and scientifically sound but unlikely to rise in ranking even after revision, that is not sound or interesting enough for publication in J Neurochem 5 (Bottom 30%) -Low to very poor quality, for example entirely descriptive/confirmatory, trivial or insufficient data. Negligible or no advance to the field, not sound or interesting enough for publication in J Neurochem or questionable even for publication in general
On the manuscript score sheet, reviewers were requested to rate manuscripts for scientific quality on a 1-5 scale, with 1 being the best and 5 being the worst. Recommendations by non-author-suggested reviewers (non-ASRs) for rejection were with about 30% almost three times less frequent than by author-suggested reviewers (ASRs, 11%) Panel (B) Comparison of the numerical transformations (accept = 1, minor revision = 2, major revision = 3, reject = 4) between non-ASR, ASR, and author-opposed reviewer recommendations revealed a significantly (p < 0.001) less favorable outcome for manuscripts reviewed by non-ASRs (2.96) than by ASRs (2.47). Non-ASRs differed marginally from author-opposed reviewers (p = 0.034) but did not differ from ASRs (p = 0.918). CI, confidence interval; Diff Group Means, difference of the group means; SD, standard deviation. Asterisks indicate the significance level: *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, n/s -not significant. Kruskal-Wallis test, df = 2, v 2 (2) = 338.68, p < 0.001.
opposed suggested rejection in 5/13 = 38.46% of recommendations, thus well above the rate of either non-ASRs or ASRs. However, the overall number of manuscripts that were reviewed by author-opposed reviewers was low with 13 out of 6009 recommendations (< 0.22%). Recommendations by opposed reviewers were not significantly different from recommendations made by non-ASR (p = 0.918), whereas they were significantly stricter than those by ASRs (p = 0.034; Table 3b ). Likewise, this was supported by a 292 chi-square analysis of ASR and non-ASR (excluding opposed reviewers for less proneness to distorted significance from small count frequencies) that indicated that a manuscript was significantly (2.4 times) more likely to be accepted than rejected by an ASR compared to a non-ASR (Pearson's v
2
(1) = 181.31, p < 0.05, odds ratio 2.41, 95% CI = 2.11-2.74; Table 7, Table S5 ).
At recommendation level, the HE evaluates all reviews for the respective manuscripts (a median of two, with a range of 1-6 reviews, see Table 8 for details), and reports the decision to the DCE, who makes the final decision on the manuscript. In this integrative step, the proportion of recommendations made by the HEs to reject the manuscript increased for both groups; manuscripts reviewed by nonASRs (40.3%) and those reviewed by at least one ASR (22.6%) compared to the initial single reviewer suggestions (29.0% vs. 11.2%, respectively). For manuscripts reviewed by author-opposed reviewers, that percentage was 30.8%, slightly lower (i.e. less strict) than the 38.46% in which the reviewers had recommended rejection ( Fig. 2d-g ,  Table 4A ).
Again, HE recommendations differed significantly between the three groups (v 2 (2) = 121.23, p < 0.001). The difference between recommendations for manuscripts reviewed by non-ASRs versus ASRs persisted at a highly significant level (p < 0.001, Table 4B ), whereas the differences between manuscripts reviewed by non-ASRs versus author-opposed reviewers were eliminated (p = 0.579). Overall, with the exception of author-opposed reviewer recommendations, the integrative recommendation that the HEs submitted to the DCE on the basis of the individual reviewers' recommendations was stricter (toward rejection) than the individual recommendations submitted by individual reviewers. Oversimplified, one negative review shifted the HE's recommendation toward rejection.
The odds for a manuscript to be rejected increased even further between HE recommendation at first (Fig. 2h -k, Table 5 ) and final decision ( Fig. 2l -o, Table 6 ). However, the increase was less substantial than between reviewer and Panel (A) Handling Editor (HE) recommendations (Initial round of review). Recommendations for rejection by the HE, based on the combined reviewer reports for each manuscript, were with 40% almost double as frequent for manuscripts reviewed by non-author-suggested reviewers (nonASRs) than those reviewed by author-suggested reviewers (ASRs; 23%). Panel (B) Comparison of the numerical transformations (accept = 1, minor revision = 2, major revision = 3, reject with resubmission encouraged = 4, reject = 5, withdrawn = 6) of Handling Editor recommendations for manuscripts reviewed only by non-ASR, by at least ASR, or at least one author-opposed reviewer. Recommendations for manuscripts reviewed by non-ASRs were significantly (p < 0.001) less favorable than for ASRs, whereas author-opposed reviewers were not different to ASRs nor non-ASRs. CI, confidence interval; Diff Group Means, difference of the group means; SD, standard deviation; SEM, standard error of the mean. Asterisks indicate the significance level: *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, *p < 0.001, n/s -not significant. Kruskal-Wallis test, df = 2, v Panel (A) Manuscript decisions (First decision). The overall proportion of rejections increased at initial decision level, while the ratio between rejections of manuscripts reviewed by non-author-suggested (non-ASRs; 44%) or author-suggested reviewers (ASRs; 24%), respectively, remained relatively constant. Panel (B) Comparison of the numerical transformations (accept = 1, minor revision = 2, major revision = 3, reject with resubmission encouraged = 4, reject = 5, withdrawn = 6) of first decisions for manuscripts reviewed only by non-ASRs, by at least one ASR, or at least one author-opposed reviewer. Initial decisions for manuscripts reviewed by non-ASRs were significantly (p < 0.001) less favorable than for ASRs, whereas author-opposed reviewers were not different to ASRs nor non-ASRs. CI, confidence interval; Diff Group Means, difference of the group means; SD, standard deviation; SEM. Asterisks indicate the significance level: *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, *p < 0.001, n/s -not significant. KruskalWallis test, v 2 (2) = 135.09, p < 0.001 Comparison of the numerical transformations (accept = 1, minor revision = 2, major revision = 3, reject with resubmission encouraged = 4, reject = 5, withdrawn = 6) of final decisions for manuscripts reviewed only by non-ASR, by at least one author-suggested (ASR), or at least one author-opposed reviewers. Final decisions for manuscripts reviewed by non-ASRs were significantly (p < 0.001) less favorable than for ASRs, whereas author-opposed reviewers were not different to ASRs nor non-ASRs. CI, confidence interval; Diff Group Means, difference of the group means; SD, standard deviation; SEM. Asterisks indicate the significance level: *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, *p < 0.001, n/s -not significant. Kruskal-Wallis test, v 2 (2) = 141.47, p < 0.001 HE recommendation. The chances for a manuscript to be rejected were 44.28% (first decision), respectively, 45.67% (final decision) with non-ASR -similar to 46.15% (both at first and final decision) with author-opposed reviewers -and 23.75% (first decision), respectively, 24.65% (final decision) with ASRs. Correspondingly, chances for final acceptance with exclusively non-ASR were with 32.17% (final decision) lower than with at least one ASR (52.19%). At first decision level, acceptance was very unlikely (1.67%) because the vast majority of manuscripts required either minor or major revisions at that stage.
Prediction of reviewer recommendation
Using a full factorial regression model (after filtering out missingness, leaving 2581 observations), we assessed how much of the outcome on a manuscript in terms of reviewer recommendation for rejection, revision, or acceptance could be predicted based on the selected independent variables X 1 ) Reviewer type (ASR vs. non-ASR), X 2 ) Reviewer rating, X 3 ) Matching of reviewer and manuscript region, X 4 ) Turnaround time, X 5 ) R-Score (Table 9 ; see also below, and Table S2 for more details). This model accounted for 59.07% of the total variance in reviewer recommendation (Table 9A) and predicted the reviewer recommendation score within 18.7% margin of error. Almost all of the variance was described by the reviewer rating (regression coefficient for X 2 : b(i) = 0.67), which makes intuitive sense given the similarity of the metrics rating and recommendation category. The same applies for R-Score (b(i) = 0.30), for which the model was likewise well powered, and turnaround time (b(i) = 0.01) (Table 9B) . In this full model, reviewer type did not have a significant regression coefficient (b(i) = 0.02831, p > 0.05), that is it did not add information beyond that from the other variables.
To eliminate the influence of reviewer rating, the regression model was revised to account for only three independent variables (reviewer type, matching of reviewer and manuscript region, and turnaround time) (Table S3 ). The reduced model accounted for only 5.2% of the variance in reviewer recommendation scores (predicting them with 30% margin of error), almost all of which resulted from the reviewer type, which had the only significant regression coefficient (0.4799). To further substantiate the results, we then conducted a bootstrapped simple linear regression with only reviewer type ( Table S4 ). The equation of the straight line relating reviewer recommendation and reviewer type was estimated as: reviewer recommendation = 2.9595 + 0.4827 reviewer type (see X 1 in Table 9 ). This is a significant relationship between reviewer type and the recommendation, with the reviewer recommendation score improving (decreasing) almost 0.5 units with each stepwise change in reviewer type (from ASR to non-ASR to Opposed) (t value = 18.25).
Influence of reviewer type on inter-rater reliability of manuscript rating An analysis of the amount of agreement in reviewer recommendation (accept, reject and revise) among different reviewer types revealed that for any combination, Cohen's kappa values were generally low (two non-ASR; j = 0.1746, 95th confidence interval (CI) = 0.1224-0.2268; two ASR: j = 0.1194, 95th CI = À0.07-0.3087; one non-ASR and one ASR: j = 0.0988, 95th CI = 0.0176-0.1801), indicating a high degree of independence in their recommendation (Table S6) . We consider kappa values of 0.0-0.1 as insubstantial; 0.11-0.20 as slight; 0.21-0.40 as fair; 0.41-0.60 as moderate; 0.61-0.80 as substantial; and 0.81-1 as very robust. Thus, the confidence intervals we obtained indicate that manuscripts with two non-ASRs (lower CI limit = 0.1224) showed a trend for more agreement on the reviewer rating than either those with one non-ASR and one ASR (j = 0.0988) or two ASRs (j = 0.1194). This observation lends further support to the abandonment of ASRs.
Category ratings
On the manuscript score sheet, reviewers were requested to rate manuscripts for scientific quality on a 1-5 scale (Table 2) .
Since the rating was not a required (mandatory) question, only 4692 ratings were available for manuscripts reviewed by non-ASRs only (63 n/a), and 1228 for those with at least one ASR (13 n/a, Fig. 3 ). The ratings assigned by ASRs were with a mean of 2.54 AE 0.94 (median: 2.0) significantly better than by non-ASRs with a mean of 3.16 AE 0.98 (median: 3.0) (Kruskal-Wallis test with HSD post-test, v 2 (2) = 419.07, p-value < 0.001). Notably, with a constant overall number of referees, the category rating became systematically more favorable with each additional ASR (Table S8 ). The distribution of ratings in each category did not correspond to the distribution expected based on the category descriptors, indicating that the reviewers scored each manuscript on the basis of the category number instead of the descriptors (Fig. S9) .
Rating of reviewer performance
Editors had the non-mandatory option to rate reviewer performance. A total of 2489 (52.34%) and 681 (54.88%) of the non-ASRs and the ASRs received no rating, respectively. R-scores assigned by the editor to reviewers from any group did not differ significantly (Kruskal-Wallis test, v 2 (2) = 1.52, p = 0.4687) and also had the same median Manuscripts reviewed by opposed reviewers had more reviewers on average than did manuscripts reviewed by either non-author-suggested reviewers (non-ASRs) only or by at least one author-suggested reviewer (ASR). Min = minimum number of reviewers; Max = maximum number of reviewers per manuscript. Df, degrees of freedom; SD, standard deviation; SS, sum of squares Panel (A) Descriptive statistics Panel (B) One-way ANOVA of the three groups non-ASR, ASR, opposed Panel (C) Distribution of the number of reviewers per manuscript for the three groups. Discrepancies between non-ASR and ASR-reviewed manuscripts arise particularly in those manuscripts with 1 or 3 reviewers per manuscript: Non-ASR-reviewed manuscripts have a single reviewer in 8.6% of cases whereas this proportion was 3.5% for ASRs. Manuscripts with non-ASRs were less frequently reviewed by three reviewers (24%) than those in the ASR category (30%).
of 3.0 (Fig. 4) . Non-ASRs received a mean rating of 2.73, whereas ASRs received a mean rating of 2.69.
Turnaround times
The time from reviewer assignment to submission of their report via the online system was defined as turnaround time in days. Reviewers needed approximately the same days to submit their reports (non-ASRs: 13.19 AE 6.82 days (mean AE SD); ASRs: 13.28 AE 7.15 days; opposed: 13.00 AE 6.98 days; Kruskal-Wallis test v 2 (2) = 0.099, p = 0.9517) (Fig. 5a ). Turnaround times did not vary between reviewers from the different geographical regions with the exception of Asia/Pacific (one-way ANOVA with Dunn's post hoc test, p < 0.0045 for pooled reviewers), for whom the average turnaround time was about a day shorter than for either USA/Canada (p = 0.0014) or Europe (p = 0.0357) (Fig. 5b) .
Country of reviewers
Although the multivariate regression results did not indicate that there was a significant influence of matching country of origin between author and reviewer on the overall outcome, . Non-ASR: Median = 13, mean (+) = 13.02; 25% percentile = 9; 75% percentile = 17. ASR: Median = 13, Mean(+) = 13.28; 25% percentile = 9; 75% percentile = 17. Opposed: Median = 14, Mean (+) = 13; 25% percentile = 7.5; 75% percentile = 19. The n describes number of reviews. (b) Average turnaround time did not differ among reviewers from different geographical locations except for those from Asia/ Pacific, which were shorter than those from either USA/Canada or Europe. The n describes number of reviews.
we did find that the geographical region distribution differed between non-ASRs, ASRs and opposed reviewers (KruskalWallis test, df = 2, p > 0.001). A Dunn's multiple comparisons post-test revealed significant differences only between ASRs and non-ASRs (p < 0.001). The majority of nonASRs and ASRs were based in North America (US and Canada), followed by Europe and Asia/Pacific (for definition of geographical regions, see Table 10 ). In contrast, the majority of opposed reviewers were based in Europe (46.15 %), followed by America/Canada (38.46%). The proportion of assigned ASRs from North America (51.73 %) was higher than the proportion of non-ASRs (43.13 %) from that region (Fig. 6 ). By contrast, more non-ASRs (30.83%) than ASRs (26.51%) were based in Europe. The distribution for Asia/Pacific was similar (non-ASRs: 12.45%, ASRs: 9.75%) as was that for Other countries (non-ASRs: 5.07%, ASRs: 2.42%). For about 10 % of reviewers, no country was indicated in the user profile. No assigned opposed reviewers were located in Asia; 15.38% came from Other countries. A chi-square test revealed a significant influence of the HE's geographical location on the geographical location of the manuscript reviewers (v 2 = 1459.01, p < 0.001, Table S7 ). The proportion of assigned reviewers from the same geographical location as the HE (striped areas in Fig. 7 ) was generally higher than the proportion of reviewers from a different region than the editor's: Manuscripts handled by North American editors had the highest relative proportion of reviewers coming from North America as well (1585 of 2622 cases, 60.5%). For Asian/Pacific editors, 284 of 829 reviewers (34.3%) were also located in the Asian/ Pacific region. For European editors, the proportion was 853 of 1843 (46.3%). For editors from Other regions, it was only 153 of 702 (21.8%). Editors from Other countries most often assigned reviewers from the USA/Canada (243 of 702 cases, 34.6%) and thus constituted an exception. In 524 cases, no country was indicated for reviewers assigned by the editor from a given region, which distributed similarly to all four regions with only slightly less for 'Other' regions.
Influence of reviewer country and manuscript country on recommendations
We were interested in knowing whether reviewers from different geographical regions differed in their judgment of manuscripts from the various regions in terms of rejection rates. Geographical regions for non-ASRs versus ASRs versus opposed reviewers. Non-ASRs assigned to review a given manuscript were slightly more often based in Europe (31%) than ASRs (26%) but less often than opposed reviewers (46%). The proportion of reviewers based in North America was with 43% and 38% correspondingly lower for non-ASRs and opposed reviewers than for ASRs (52%). Location in the Asian/Pacific region (non-ASR: 12%; ASR: 10%) as well as Other regions (non-ASR: 5%; ASR: 2%) were similar, as was the proportion of reviewers who had not indicated a country in their user profile (9% vs. 10%). In contrast no opposed reviewers were located in Asia/ Pacific, although 15% did not indicate their origin.
Figure 8 (Table S1 ) depicts the recommendations by nonASRs ( Fig. 8a-d) , respectively, ASRs (Fig. 8e-h ) from the region indicated above each panel, for manuscripts from the regions indicated on the x-axis. Because of the differences between non-ASRs and ASRs recommendations, we analyzed both groups separately for potential effects of reviewer location and manuscript region of origin.
For non-ASRs, both reviewer location (Shierer-Ray-Hare test, v 2 (3) = 17.59, p < 0.001) and manuscript region (v 2 (3) = 23.71, p < 0.0001) had an effect. Recommendations for manuscripts from Other regions were systematically and significantly more favorable than those for the other three regions (USA/Canada, Asia/Pacific, Europe, ShiererRay-Hare test, p < 0.01, Table 11a , Fig. 8a-d) , regardless of where the reviewer was located. North American reviewers assessed manuscripts from any region marginally more favorable than Asian/Pacific reviewers did (p = 0.034, Table 11a ).
Recommendations were significantly more favorable for manuscripts from either USA/Canada or Europe than for Asia/Pacific or Other regions (p < 0.01, Table 11A , Fig. 8a-d ) across all reviewer locations, that is regardless of where the reviewer was based.
For ASRs, recommendations were independent of reviewer location, that is when recommendations for reviewers located in North America, Asia/Pacific, Europe, and Other countries were compared (Shierer-Ray-Hare test, v 2 (3) = 1.00, p = 0.801). Recommendations for North American manuscripts were however significantly more favorable than for manuscripts from any other region (v 2 (3) = 16.371, p < 0.001), irrespective of the reviewer's location (Fig. 8e-h, Table 11B ).
Discussion
This study sought to examine the evidence for and origin of potential bias related to peer reviewers in manuscript ratings at the Journal of Neurochemistry using a combination of analytical approaches. The results of a multivariate regression model indicated that the independent variables reviewer type (ASR, non-ASR and opposed), category rating (1-5), matching of reviewer and manuscript region (Yes/No), turnaround time (days), and R-score (1-3) accounted for almost 60% (R 2 = 59.07) of the variance in reviewer recommendation scores (for acceptance, minor or major revisions or rejection, respectively) ( Table 9 ). We also found that ASRs are indeed more likely to submit a positive recommendation than non-ASRs, which is in line with previous studies (Earnshaw et al. 2000; Schroter et al. 2006; Wager et al. 2006; Rivara et al. 2007; Bornmann and Daniel 2010; Kowalczuk et al. 2015) . Specifically, in the present analysis, manuscripts were 2.4 times more likely to be recommended for acceptance than rejection by ASRs compared to non-ASRs (Table 7) . While the quantitative scale of this factor is likely particular for the Journal of Neurochemistry and should not be generalized, the extent of bias toward more positive recommendations from ASRs is remarkable, particularly considering that the effect would be even more prominent if we compared manuscripts reviewed exclusively by ASRs, instead of those that were reviewed by at least one ASR (see Figure S8 for an analysis of how adding a further ASR influences average scores on a manuscript).
Further exploration of the data indicated that only 11% of ASRs suggested rejection in the initial round of review, whereas this proportion was almost thrice as high (29%) for non-ASRs (Fig. 2) . Five of 13 opposed reviewers suggested rejection (38%); however, the low number of cases limits validity of conclusions, as the Journal of Neurochemistry editors largely follow authors' wishes in exempting opposed reviewers from peer review of a given manuscript.
One caveat is that the population of manuscripts that receive ASRs in the first place might differ from the population that does not. This may be driving at least part of the difference between ASRs and non-ASRs. The group of authors who suggest ASRs in particular could be Fig. 7 Assignment of reviewers by HEs, by region. Editors from a given geographical region tended to more frequently assign reviewers from the same region (striped areas). For example, the proportion of reviewers from the USA/Canada was highest when the editor was also based in that region (1585/2622 = 60.5%); while 34.3% (284/829) of Asian/Pacific editors assigned reviewers from the same region; and 46.3% (853/1843) of European editors assigned reviewers from Europe. For Other countries, assignments within the same region were less frequent (153/702 = 21.8%) and thus constituted an exception. The editors from other countries most often assigned reviewers from the USA/Canada (243/702 = 34.6%). Notably, in 524 cases ('n'), no reviewer country was indicated. Numbers indicate absolute numbers.
dichotomous: one group being not overly knowledgeable about suitable reviewers and thus suggesting researchers from their region or whom they know from (likely often local) conferences, thus based on 'cognitive similarity' or 'cognitive particularism' (Travis and Collins 1991) ; and another group who suggests international researchers whom they know as luminaries in the respective area of research. These researchers would have a good standing in the field, be approached with numerous review requests from various journals, and consequently be selective about reviewing only the most promising manuscripts which accordingly result in more favorable ratings. Both effects would result in an overall more favorable outcome for ASR-reviewed manuscripts, and it is challenging to discriminate bias from actual differences in quality.
At the Journal of Neurochemistry only the editor can see the flag that indicates reviewers as author-suggested or opposed, whereas the reviewer does not see that flag and is hence unaware of the fact that s/he has been suggested or opposed by the authors unless the editor specifically mentioned that in the invitation email. Therefore, there should be no pressure from expectations, which is also supported by the similar turnaround times (duration of the review, Fig. 5 ).
The fact that the recommendations differ strongly between non-ASRs and ASRs speaks in favor of the reviewers being indeed more familiar with or for another reason more enthusiastic about the manuscript that they review. An obvious possibility is that ASRs are personal acquaintances, friends, or collaborators in the field, prompting them toward a more favorable recommendation (Teixeira da Silva and AlKhatib 2018). Overt suggestion of friends and collaborators as peer reviewers is considered unacceptable by general standards and represents a violation of ethical standards (Hausmann and Murphy 2016) . The fact that researchers in the same field will on the other hand have the best expertise to judge the scientific merit of a study creates a dilemma. The concept of cognitive particularism is again a very important one in this context (Travis and Collins 1991) . Authors might suggest peers with similar preferences and knowledge, that is similar 'schools of thought', beyond mere cronyism (Travis and Collins 1991; Lee et al. 2012) . This would foster publication of findings that do not overly violate the mainstream, lead to a leveling of extremes, and is in line with a higher likelihood for unconventional findings to be rejected, even if these turn out to be well cited when published elsewhere eventually (Siler et al. 2015) .
Occasionally, reviewers at the Journal of Neurochemistry decline invitations to review, pointing out discomfort or conflicts of interest because of personal connections with the authors. Nevertheless, even if editors can check for joint publications before assigning a reviewer to avoid such conflicts, it cannot be concluded that all conflicts come to light, particularly since some biases may be subconscious (Bernstein 2013) . Education toward conflict of interest identification and management is therefore crucial for both reviewers and editors (Galipeau et al. 2013; Siedlecki 2016; Fox and Lash 2017; Gottlieb and Neil 2017; McKinney and Pierce 2017; Yarris et al. 2017) .
Another plausible assumption is that for manuscripts that are of high quality and thoroughly put together, authors might also suggest names of thorough, expert reviewers that the editor may be more likely to follow, particularly if the suggested reviewers have a good standing in the field and the editor may already be familiar with their expertise. If said reviewers then submit a detailed report with helpful advice to the authors, this might by trend result in a lower rejection rate and more frequent options to revise the manuscript.
It would be expected that the HEs, if they base their judgment on the quality of the manuscript and assess it on their own in addition to the reviewer reports, partially balance out bias in reviewer recommendations. If that was the case, the distribution of HE recommendations and final decisions should be largely identical for either group, but that is not the case. There is some balancing effect: The editor does not indiscriminately follow the reviewers' initial recommendations but balances the decisions (reviewers: 11.20% recommendations for rejection from ASRs vs. 29.00% for non-ASRs = 0.38; HE: 22.56% vs. 40.33% = 0.56; a ratio of 1 would indicate no differences in recommendations for ASRs vs. non-ASRs). At the DCE level, this ratio is 0.54 for the first decision (23.76% rejections for ASRs vs. 44.28% for non-ASRs), and very similar for the final decision (24.65% rejections for ASRs vs. 45.67% for non-ASRs, Fig. 2) . Thus, the DCE mostly follows the HE recommendations with only few cases in which that recommendation is overruled. Ultimately, the odds for a paper to be rejected were 45.67% when reviewed by non-ASRs, which is almost double the rate of rejection seen when it was reviewed by ASRs (24.65%). In each panel, the x-axis indicates the region of origin (as per country indicated by the submitting author as primary affiliation) of manuscripts. Compare panels a-d, non-ASRs: when rejection rates were compared between reviewers located in the USA/Canada, Asia/Pacific, and Europe no significant differences were detected regardless of where the manuscript originated. However, all those regions had higher rejection rates than manuscripts from Other regions (p = 0.0025, one-way ANOVA). Compare panels e-h, ASRs: recommendations from reviewers from the different geographical regions were not significantly different (p > 0.05, one-way ANOVA for correlated samples); however, note that large variances occurred among the rather low sample numbers for ASRs from Other regions; hence, the data may not be representative.
A probable editor effect is that those who trust in their peer reviewer network instead of merely following author suggestions might per se already assess the manuscript thoroughly and critically. By contrast, editors who go the easy way of 'randomly' inviting reviewers based on author suggestions might tend to also simply follow the reviewer recommendations in their own recommendation to the DCE. This would create an unholy alliance between a Shierer-Ray-Hare test, *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, n/s not significant more positive assessment of the manuscript by the ASR and a less critical assessment by the HE. Despite common sense that reviewer reports should help the editors make their own substantiated decision about a paper's scientific quality and merit, our data are indicative of the 'mechanical role which gives decision making to reviewers' that Newton critically points out (Newton 2010) . While generalizing this judgment to all editors would be highly unfair, it certainly emphasizes the need for journals to carefully instruct their editors that their role goes far beyond that of a mediator. Manuscripts that reviewed by only one reviewer belonged more frequently to the ASR group than the non-ASR group (Table 8C) . Consistent with the fact that non-ASR's category ratings were more likely congruent than those by ASRs, as expressed by Cohen's kappa values (Table S6) , it is likely that editors placed greater trust in non-ASR reports and in case of doubt were more likely to base their recommendation on a single report for those manuscripts. They might also increase efforts to find a second or third reviewer for a balancing view when the single reviewer was an ASR, although the average of assigned reviewers per manuscript did not differ statistically significant (ASR: 2.34 AE 0.64; non-ASR: 2.23 AE 0.66, Table 8 ).
In both non-ASRs and ASR groups, the final decision for rejection by editors is higher than that returned by the individual reviewer recommendations, which is further evidence for the editors' tendency to follow the most critical voice (Sposato et al. 2014) . In other words, one critical review recommending rejection shifts the decision toward rejection as well. However, although this seems like a gross bias at first sight, it may often be justified if the more critical review is also the one that spots fatal flaws in the work, whereas reviewers who assess the manuscript in less depth or are less knowledgeable about the topic of research might merely point out minor issues and submit a more positive recommendation, because they lack critical arguments to justify a recommendation for rejection.
Influencing factors for author-suggestions of reviewers
Since authors only need to indicate first, last name, and email address of suggested reviewers, it was not feasible to break down reviewer suggestions by gender, career stage, country, etc., to analyze if authors from specific regions are more likely to suggest reviewers from their own region.
Breaking down the data by career stage or gender was not possible because of the configuration of the ScholarOne ManuscriptCentral system that currently only allows indication of gender (Mr./Mrs.) and degree (Dr/Prof.) in the same menu. It is not possible to automate analysis of career stage since no indication of years since graduation or a similar measure is being collected at the Journal of Neurochemistry, and it would require a survey among the reviewers in the system. In addition, it is difficult to define 'career stage' if reviewers do not pursue a consistent career, work at private companies versus universities, have been on parental leave or because of further factors that can confound professional experience even if parameters such as 'years post-graduation' were surveyed.
Although the Journal of Neurochemistry's system settings did not allow analysis of gender as a possible influencing factor, an analysis for the journal Functional Ecology did not find that editor gender, seniority, or length of service as an editor affected the probability that they followed author suggestions . In those authors' analysis, ASRs were more likely to respond to the editors' review invitations but were not more likely to agree to review. A different study that investigated gender bias in scholarly peer review in a very large data set in the Frontiers journals (Helmer et al. 2017) , however, revealed a preference of either gender to appoint reviewers of the same gender (73 % of male reviewers were appointed by men and 33 % of female reviewers were appointed by women; above the proportion that was expected from random assignment). The authors' findings underscore our finding that editors also tend to preferentially assign reviewers from their own geographical region. The evidence suggests that editors favor their familiar networks based on similarity, which can be gender and geographical location, but might well include further sociocultural factors such as income of the country of manuscript origin as an indicator of developing country status (Harris et al. 2015) . Gender bias could be counter-balanced by a preferential nomination of female peer reviewers (Palombo 2017) . However, in our view, this could introduce an alternative kind of bias and therefore not resolve the principal problem that certainly includes gender bias (Lerback and Hanson 2017) . While it is undoubtedly important to foster a more balanced representation of all kinds of societal groups (including women in science), 'artificially' selecting reviewers on the basis of secondary parameters such as gender, age, or geographical location might not necessarily improve the scientific rigor in the reviews because ultimately, the quality of peer reviews should depend on scientific expertise that is assumed to be independent of sociocultural factors.
Notably, there is evidence that reviewer gender or their institutions' prestige have a lesser effect on peer review outcome than that of the authors' gender and institutions (Walker et al. 2015) , hinting at an influence of those characteristics on the reviewers' expectations about a manuscript's quality. The author's institution not only linked to its geographical location but also to university reputation and networks could be considered by reviewers and editors as an indicator of manuscript quality. This can lead to favoritism particularly when an author was affiliated with renowned institutions. Apparently, Harvard University/Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) or Princeton University as examples tend to favorably publish work by 'in-group' authors affiliated with the journal's publishing institution (Reingewertz and Lutmar 2018) although these publications received considerably fewer citations (Reingewertz and Lutmar 2018) . The authors' study would thus support the concept of cognitive particularism and the interpretation that certain characteristics (affiliations, region of origin, reputation of a research group, etc.) influence a reviewer's recommendation even if they do not reflect a manuscript's actual quality.
Into that line of evidence fits the anecdotal observation, we made at the Journal of Neurochemistry that manuscripts' that suffer from poor language quality, numerous typos, orthographic errors, or sentences that are difficult to follow rarely receive a favorable recommendation -whether this is cause or correlation is again not easy to determine. A manuscript that is generally sloppy in its composition and has not been carefully proofread for (English) language may also frequently fall below standards in terms of scientific quality. Thus, reviewers might in part use the poor formal presentation as an indicator of poor scientific content, or have a harder time extracting the scientific merit if the data and conclusions are such confounded.
Geographical origin
Geographical location is of particular interest as researchers from countries with a long scientific research tradition who have a good knowledge and standing in their field might suggest reviewers who are a close fit to the work to be reviewed, who are thus knowledgeable and likely to provide detailed feedback and suggestions for specific experiments to the authors, resulting in an overall favorable decision. By contrast, researchers from developing countries might have less established standards in terms of scientific composition (making a paper less likely to be accepted) and lower awareness of peer reviewer names they could suggest to the editor. Hence, these authors might not submit any names or submit only those of well-known researchers who may decline invitations for review because of their workload, or suggest names that the editor is unfamiliar with and therefore does not approach. In that context, disambiguation of names through researcher identifiers (discussed below) would allow the editor to check the suggested person's credentials and is an important measure that journals can take to help authors from developing countries improve their standing.
Geographical location of non-ASRs versus ASRs
The Journal of Neurochemistry did not mandate, but rather 'strongly encouraged' author-suggestions of reviewers. This may represent a limitation to the present analysis in that suggestions might be biased toward authors from particular regions being more likely to suggest reviewers of a certain standing, for instance, reviewers from their immediate network of peers who supposedly provide friendlier reports.
The fact that the proportion of reviewers for whom no country was indicated in the user profile did not differ between non-ASRs versus ASRs (Fig. 6 ) speaks in favor of a systematic effect with no principal bias in the distribution of reviewer geographical location. However, there is a bias toward assignment of North American reviewers that were ASRs (Fig. 6) . More than half of the ASRs were from North America, whereas this proportion was only 43% for non-ASRs. There was no difference in assignment of reviewers from the Asian/Pacific regionthe proportion of 12% (non-ASRs) versus 10% (ASRs) was however lower than would be reflective of the proportion of manuscript submissions from the Asian/ Pacific region, which is about 40%. Thus, while other differences are negligible, North American reviewers tended to be assigned more often to manuscript reviews especially when they were author-suggested, and Asian reviewers tended to be assigned less often than would correspond to the proportion of articles from the respective region. This could be triggered by a stronger trust in the standing or familiarity with North American names (see also Fanelli et al. 2017) . A caveat is that the default region for Country in the Journal of Neurochemistry's user accounts has been 'USA', which introduces an overrepresentation of that country if the user fails to adjust their geographical location. Likewise, a person may move to another country but fail to update this in their user account. These sources of error however do not explain the differences between non-ASRs and ASRs.
The hypothesis that editors might preferably pick reviewers from their own region did partially prove true (Fig. 7) . Although the proportion of assigned reviewers from the same geographical location than the editor varied slightly between regions (34.3% for Asian/Pacific to 46.3% for Europe to 60.5% for USA/Canada) and editors from Other countries assigned mostly North American editors, there was a significant disproportion (Fig. 7) . The general preference toward reviewers from the editor's own geographical region might result from greater familiarity of editors with peers from their own geographical region. A factor that is likely to lower proportional selection of reviewers from foreign regions is difficulty in checking the credentials of unfamiliar reviewer names that may very well prevent an editor from inviting a suggested reviewer for fear of picking the 'wrong' person. We frequently receive feedback from Western-based editors that they have difficulties in disambiguating Asian names. We assume that Asian editors or authors face the same problem. It is also particularly difficult to disambiguate very common names, such as Chen, Wang, Smith, Jones, further impeded by frequent changes of institutions that are common in science. Expanding on the indication of unique researcher identifiers such as ORCiD (https://orcid.org/) is an important step toward that disambiguation, and for corresponding authors the Journal of Neurochemistry is mandating ORCiD IDs, which are also printed on the final publications.
Recommendations by reviewers depending on geographical location The question behind this analysis was whether reviewers from various geographical regions judged manuscripts differently depending on region of origin. As shown in Fig. 8 (compare  panel a-d to e-h) , for all geographical regions recommendation rates for rejection were higher from non-ASRs than from ASRs, confirming the findings presented in Fig. 2/Table S1 . Thus, the overall more favorable outcome for manuscripts assessed by at least one ASR was a systematic effect across reviewer and manuscript geographical origin.
Non-ASRs from any geographical region rated manuscripts from the USA/Canada and from Europe significantly more favorable than manuscripts from Asia/Pacific or Other countries (Fig. 8a-d, Table 11 ). For ASRs of any geographical location, recommendations for rejection were lowest for North American manuscripts but not significantly different for the other regions ( Fig. 8e-h , Table 11 ).
Thus, rejection rates varied between manuscripts' geographical region of origin but this was largely independent of the reviewer's geographical location, supporting that manuscripts were judged predominantly by quality independent of reviewer location. If reviewers from a given region judged manuscripts from, for example, their own region overly favorable, one would expect more favorable recommendations for manuscripts specifically from that region, whereas reviewers from other geographical regions would suggest rejection proportionately more often. This was however not the case.
An exception were non-ASRs from Other regions -which include many developing countries or not well established centers of research (see Table 10 ) with only few submissions -who judged manuscripts more favorably across all manuscript regions. This might indicate that these reviewers were reluctant to suggest rejection of papers from established research institutions, or be less experienced and point out fewer critical concerns that would justify an unfavorable recommendation. However, because of the comparably lower number of cases in that group (n = 241; and n = 30 for ASRs from Other regions; Fig. 8 ) that render the statistics less robust, conclusions should be drawn with care.
That said, although the more favorable recommendations that non-ASRs submitted for USA/Canadian and European manuscripts -and ASRs for USA/Canadian manuscriptscould be purely reflective of manuscript quality (assuming that the average quality was constant across all manuscript assignments), it could also hint at some bias, for example that reviewers had a generally more positive attitude or higher reluctance to suggest rejection toward research groups from those regions (O'Connor 2012) .
Note that this analysis is only based on the country indicated in the system, which does not allow conclusions about actual region of origin (likely to affect cultural 'priming') nor does it reflect a person's curriculum vitae. Researchers often receive post-doctoral training abroad but then return to their home country. Moving to various international research institutions is nowadays common practice, and it is difficult to parse out cultural effects, since any researcher living abroad may familiarize with the local network of peers but just as well preserve connections with their original country's researchers. Both strategies (and any mix thereof) have the potential to influence an editor's selection of reviewers.
R-scores
The R-scores, that is the rating of the reviewer's performance by the editor, were not different for non-ASRs than for ASRs (2.726 vs. 2.688 with a median of 3). Figure 4 reveals a trend toward overly positive ratings, with a score of 3 ('highly relevant' and 'on time' meaning the report was submitted no more than 7 days after the deadline) being far more frequent than lower scores. This might be partly biased in that not all reviews were scored, and it cannot be excluded that the editors preferentially scored the more relevant reviewer reports. In addition, bias may result from inter-rater variability, in that specific editors differ in their judgment of what 'relevant' versus 'below average' means, and that some editors rate reviewers whereas others do not. Even though delay was clearly defined on the score sheet, at least some editors rated even a factual delay of more than 7 days as still 'on time', according to what they felt was still a reasonable time frame to complete a thorough review. Importantly, the lack of significant differences between scores for non-ASRs versus ASRs speaks against a bias on the editors' side in favor of either group.
The risk of fake reviews Giving authors the option to suggest reviewers introduces a risk for fraud by fake reviewer accounts, in which authors can provide email addresses that link to their own email accounts, thereby allowing them to review their own manuscripts favorably. We faced such a case at the Journal of Neurochemistry [discussed in (Hausmann and Murphy 2016) ] but there are numerous further reports on similar cases [reviewed e.g. in The Lancet (2015) or Callaway (2015) ; (Haug 2015) ]. Very recently, the Chinese Ministry of Science and Technology (MST) reported the results of an investigation following retraction of over a hundred papers by the journal Tumor Biology for fabricated peer reviews or reviewers (http://news.xinhuanet.com/english/2017-07/28/c_ 136480677.htm). According to the report, the authors found guilty of misconduct were banned by their institutions from undertaking research programs for various periods of time, had their qualifications for promotion canceled, research funds retrieved, and awards and honors revoked. This is an important sign toward research integrity. For Tumor Biology, it had however detrimental consequences in that the journal was delisted from Clarivate Analytics' Web of Science, which means it will not receive an Impact Factor, still the central measure of journal impact (http://retractionwatch.c om/2017/08/16/journal-retracts-107-papers-fake-reviews-pa ys-price/). While it is certainly a key duty for editors to carefully check each invited reviewer's credentials, it should also be common procedure to give new reviewers -for instance early-stage career researchers or scientists from developing regions -a chance to establish themselves in the peer review network. Assigning an established reviewer who is then encouraged to mentor a less established reviewer as a 'Reviewer in training' in writing a constructively critical feedback may help resolve the dilemma between fostering a fresh peer review network while preserving the level of quality. It may also help editors avoid over-loading the established reviewers, since writing a sound report is very time consuming and at the Journal of Neurochemistry many editors find it more and more difficult to find appropriate reviewers to agree on an invitation for review. In order to create awareness about the importance and pitfalls of rigorous yet constructive and fair peer review, scientific training at all career stages should include education on the peer review process itself (Stahel and Moore 2014; Yarris et al. 2017 ).
Alternatives to 'classic' peer review
The classic peer review model in which studies are first conducted by the researchers, then the resulting manuscript submitted to a scientific journal and assessed by usually 2-3 researchers in the field is the gold standard. Like any assessment, this process is prone to misjudgments, but the status quo is being challenged and alternative models have been suggested (Resnik 2011; O'Connor 2012; Stahel and Moore 2014; Murphy 2015; Teixeira da Silva and Dobr anszki 2015) . Pre-registering studies, blinding reviewers to study results and having them assess methodology and rationale, balancing out reviewer characteristics, incentivizing their work, allowing public discussion of experimental results, or Post Publication Peer Review [PPPR, (Luo and Rubens 2016) ] are only a few of these alternative models suggested that have the goal of overcoming certain sources of bias discussed above, although the positive effect of interventions against bias is not entirely clear (Thaler et al. 2015) .
For sure, we are currently observing a change in paradigm toward enhanced transparency and Open Science (Aleksic et al. 2014) , in which a selection of few experts for assessing data sets that then constitute the body of literature may no longer be the norm, but instead the relevant information is becoming increasingly accessible to the broad 'peer review community', that consequently has a higher potential to discover errors that might slip the attention of individuals, and allow corrections. In line with this is an increasing number of retractions over the past decades (Fang et al. 2012) , even considering that the overall number of publications is also increasing and any comparison of Retraction or Corrigendum numbers should be normalized to overall publications.
Conclusions and consequences
The final outcome for manuscripts that were reviewed by non-ASRs was clearly less favorable than that for manuscripts reviewed by at least one ASR at Journal of Neurochemistry. Though not knowing which level of peer review is the default -that is whether ASRs judge their peers' work overly lax, or whether non-ASRs judge it overly strict, or whether the HE's tendency to follow authors' recommendations for reviewers is influenced by the manuscript's quality -there is no doubt that all manuscripts should be subject to the same criteria for scientific quality. With a goal of avoiding known sources of bias in the peer review process, the conclusion that the Journal of Neurochemistry drew was to abandon the option for authors to recommend reviewers during the submission process. The Journal of Neurochemistry still allows indication of opposed reviewers, since these often constitute conflicting interests, for example when competing in the same area of research. Figure S2 . Expected and actual category rating distribution. Table S1 . Number of recommendations "n" per decision category for each geographical region of manuscript origin, sorted by geographical location of reviewers. Table S2 . Full factorial linear regression model. Table S3 . Reduced linear regression model. Table S4 . Results from Simple Linear Regression with Boostrapped Significance Testing. Table S5 . 2 9 2 Chi Square test. Table S6 . Agreement in reviewer recommendations among different reviewer types (ASR, non-ASR). Table S7 . Chi square test to compare distributions for reviewer assignments by Handling Editors from the different geographical locations.
